CASE STUDY FOR K-12 EDUCATION

DIGITAL ASSESSMENT CUSTOMER SNAPSHOT:
MSD OF WAYNE TOWNSHIP
BIG CHALLENGES

MAKING DIGITAL ASSESSMENT
SUCCEED WITH LENOVO

When it comes to digital assessments,
K-12 administrators are united in
their top three concerns:

As administrators look to understand the benefits of
digital assessments across their district, new statewide
mandates are driving rapid adoption. Districts now have
to make important technology decisions, and minimum
requirements are just the start. A well thought out,
long-term technology vision today can help plot a tech
road map that can support robust digital learning and
assessment, regardless of which specific standards get
adopted. But how much infrastructure do you need?

76% lack of budget
69% IT staff
62% technology

“We’re ready for today’s
challenges, but this is
never ﬁnished—we’re
always looking toward
what’s next, how we
can use technology to
make students and the
district more successful.”
Pete Just
Chief Technology Officer

Big initiatives like Common Core and other mandatory
state testing initiatives are accelerating many districts’
plans to move to digital learning environments.
Students are already immersed in a tech-heavy world,
and digital learning is naturally intuitive and engaging.
Digital assessment brings it all together and helps
schools and communities turn measurement into
insight—but your technology better be ready.

BEYOND TECHNOLOGY: THE
POWER OF INVESTMENT
Talking about technology is easy—paying for it is
another challenge altogether. As districts work to
balance responsible spending and the opportunity
to invest in impactful innovation, building smart and
sustainable assessment strategies is all about aligning
with the right technology and long-term partnerships.
Regardless of the size of the infrastructure decision,
consensus and collaboration are critical to guarantee a
successful implementation of your technology vision.

ONE DISTRICT’S OPPORTUNITY:
A FOUNDATION FOR TRANSFORMATION
When MSD of Wayne Township was faced with a districtwide remodel, Chief Technology Officer Pete Just saw
an opportunity. What if the district could successfully
build an infrastructure that would be future-ready no
matter what decisions were made at the state capitol or
elsewhere? Having a creative perspective to leveraging
renovation dollars to bring technology into the classroom,
they were able to make their first serious integration of
technology into the classroom. But was that enough?
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STARTING WITH A PLAN

Even with the opportunity to build out a solid technology
infrastructure from the ground up, there was still plenty of
important work to do. MSD Wayne created a Technology
Vision
Task
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district and community and that was tasked with looking at:
• High-level instructional and IT objectives
• IT rollout plans (by grade/application)
• Operational concerns and challenges
The end result was a plan to move forward and, more
importantly, the shared commitment to make ir[ hpplen.
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“This is especially
critical—no reliability,
no learning—and
suddenly all that
time, money, and
talent are wasted.”
Pete Just
Chief Technology Officer

THE LENOVO DIFFERENCE
Lenovo believes that better IT can help schools realize
the promise of a responsive, reliable digital learning
ecosystem by helping turn a big vision into proven results.
MSD Wayne chose Lenovo because they determined our
broad portfolio of education-built products, powered by
Intel®, and services, backed by education experts, made
us the right strategic partner for the district and all those
who work hard to build tomorrow one student at a time.
THINKCENTRE® TINY-IN-ONE 23
• Windows 10 operating system

• Customizable AIO
• Tool-free maintenance,
single security cable
for PC and display

THINKPAD® 11e SERIES
• Up to Intel® Core™
i3 processor

• Windows 10 or Chrome OS
• Thin, light, and
convertible hinges

LENOVO N22
• Intel Celeron® dual-core
processor

THINKPAD YOGA 12
• Up to Intel Core
i7 processor

• Nonslip grip, rotatable camera
• Up to 10 hours battery life

• Multimode capability
• Lift ‘n’ Lock Keyboard

and optional Active Pen

As the world’s leading provider of education
technology, Lenovo offers education-ready
products and services that help you move
toward a responsive, reliable digital learning
ecosystem—starting in the classroom and
continuing with institution-wide innovation
that drives stronger outcomes for students.
To learn more about Lenovo products for
education with Intel Inside®, please visit:
www.lenovo.com/education for more details.
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